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Multipole modes and spin features in the Raman spectrum of nanoscopic quantum rings
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We present a systematic study of ground state and spectroscopic properties of many-electron nanoscopic
quantum rings. Addition energies at zero magnetic field~B! and electrochemical potentials as a function ofB
are given for a ring hosting up to 24 electrons. We find discontinuities in the excitation energies of multipole
spin and charge density modes, and a coupling between the charge and spin density responses that allow to
identify the formation of ferromagnetic ground states in narrow magnetic field regions. These effects can be
observed in Raman experiments, and are related to the fractional Aharonov-Bohm oscillations of the energy
and of the persistent current in the ring.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Very recently, quantum rings in InAs-GaAs heterostru
tures have been fabricated in the nanometer scale,1–3 and the
capacitance and far-infrared~FIR! response have been me
sured for the one- and two-electron quantum rings. Pre
ously, the FIR response4 had been measured for mesosco
rings in GaAs-GaxAl12xAs heterostructures, for which a de
scription based on classical and hydrodynamical mod
works fairly well.5,6 In nanoscopic rings quantum effects a
important and for this reason theoretical studies at a m
microscopic level have been undertaken.7–19

In some of these calculations a major emphasis has b
put on describing the Aharonov-Bohm~AB! quantum effect
which manifests in the presence of an external magnetic fi
~B! as the existence of a persistent current, and leads to
riodic oscillations in the energy spectrum and the persis
current as a function ofB. These AB oscillations have bee
observed in mesoscopic rings in a GaAlAs/GaAs hete
structure by measuring the conductance across the ring.20

The experimental results for one- and two-electron na
scopic rings have been theoretically analyzed21 using the cur-
rent density~CDFT! and time-dependent local-spin densit
functional ~TDLSDFT! theories, and a good agreeme
between theory and experiment is found~see also Refs. 16
and 19!. Motivated by this success, in this work we exte
this approach to a systematic study of ground state~g.s.! and
spectroscopic properties of nanoscopic rings containing u
N524 electrons. Our aim is to show the physical appeara
of quantities that could be measured in the future if the pr
lem of fabricating many-electron nanoscopic rings is even
ally solved. Specifically, we have obtained electrochem
potentialsm(N)5E(N)2E(N21), whereE(N) is the total
energy of theN-electron ring, addition energiesD2(N)
5m(N11)2m(N)5E(N11)22E(N)1E(N21), and the
spin and charge density responses at finite on-plane tr
ferred wave vector, which are relevant for the analysis
Raman spectra. All these quantities have been measure
N-electron quantum dots, see, for example, Refs. 22–27,
references therein. Particular emphasis is given to spec
0163-1829/2001/64~15!/155304~9!/$20.00 64 1553
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scopic results. We show that the collective excitation en
gies exhibit discontinuities in theirB dependence, which ar
a manifestation of changes in the spin configuration of
ground state, and that in a ring-wire would be related to
fractional Aharonov-Bohm effect.

The structure of the ring gs has been obtained within
CDFT as described in Refs. 28 and 29. To obtain the cha
and spin density responses we have used TDLSDFT as
scribed in Refs. 30 and 31. Essentially, the method imp
that to obtain the ground state and excited modes of
system, besides the direct electron-electron interaction,
change and correlation effects have been included in a l
density approximation. We refer the reader to the
references for a comprehensive exposure of the CDFT
TDLSDFT, of direct applicability here changing the shape
the confining potential from a dotlike potential to a ringlik
potential.

II. GROUND STATE RESULTS

Following Ref. 7, we have modeled the ring confinin
potential by a parabola

V1~r !5 1
2 m v0

2~r 2R0!2 ~1!

with R0520 nm andv0512 meV. These values are clos
to the ones used21 to describe the rings studied by Lorke
al.3 The electron effective massm* 50.063 ~we write m
5m* me with me being the physical electron mass! and ef-
fective gyromagnetic factorg* 520.43 have been taken
from the experiments,32–34 and the value of the dielectric
constant has been taken to bee512.4. The model is strictly
two-dimensional, and as a consequence of circular sym
try, the single particle~s.p.! wave functions are eigenstates
the orbital angular momentuml z and can be written as
unls(r )e2 i l u with l 50,61,62, . . . . Notice that with this
convention, the s.p. orbital angular momentum is2 l .

Some times we have used effective atomic units, defi
by \5e2/e5m51. In this system of units, the length unit
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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the effective Bohr radiusa0* 5a0e/m* , and the energy unit is
the effective Hartree H* 5Hm* /e2. This yields a0*
;10.4 nm andH* ;11.15 meV. The Bohr magneton is d
fined asmB5\e/2mec.

Figure 1 shows the addition energiesD2(N) at zero mag-
netic field. Saw-tooth structures and large peaks at ma
numbersN52, 6, 10, 16, and 24 that correspond to clos
shell rings are clearly seen. Had we not taken into acco
electron-electron interactions~single-particle picture!, the
magic numbers would have beenN52, 6, 10, 16, 20, and 24
The effect of interaction is to weaken some shell closur
for example, that atN520 in the displayed results. The tota
spin third-component of the g.s. configuration is indicated
the figure, and shows that Hund’s first rule, according
which as degenerate states are filled, the total spinS takes the
maximum allowed value by the exclusion principle and b
comes zero for closed shells, is satisfied up toN516. For
larger electron numbers Hund’s first rule is violated and
higher spin state no longer is the g.s. In particular,Sz
becomes zero atN520 instead of having the Hund’s firs
rule valueSz52. These considerations may change if t
geometrical characteristics of the studied ring are differe
In this respect, we want to point out that according to
one-dimensionality criterium established in Ref. 13, the rin
we describe cannot be considered as ring wires,
obvious statement if one looks at the electron density plo
in Fig. 2.

Similarly to what happens in quantum dots,35 the applica-
tion of an external magnetic field produces a nontriv
change in the ring structure, inducing changes in the spi
the g.s. configuration. This can be seen in the middle pane
Fig. 3 where we have plotted theB evolution of the sp ener
gies up toB56.5 T for N510. Paying attention to the 4.
,B,6 T region for example, one may observe a level cro
ing around the Fermi energy whenB'5 T. An electron
moves from the (0,↓) to the (5,↑) s.p. level and, as a conse
quence, the spin state changes from a singlet to a triplet s
~ST transition!. In such a way the system minimizes its e
change energy and the gs becomes ferromagnetic. A fur

FIG. 1. Addition energiesD2(N) ~meV! at B50 as a function
of the number of electrons in the ring.
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increase ofB changes again the situation, and atB'5.8 T an
electron moves now from the (0,↑) to the (5,↓) s.p. level and
the system undergoes a triplet→ singlet~TS! transition. Ex-
change gaps in the s.p. energies similar to this one also o
nearB;1 and 3 T, and again atB'8.5 T ~not shown in the
figure!, and are characteristic of even-N rings before full
magnetization. Exchange gaps have been analyzed in q
tum dots to experimentally determine the contribution fo
the direct Coulomb and exchange electron-electron inte
tion to the total energy.36

The situation is quite different for odd-N rings, for which
the system always remains ferromagnetic (SzÞ0). This can
be seen in the top panel of Fig. 4, where we have plotted
B evolution of the s.p. levels of theN59 ring up to B
56.5 T. Now, the level crossings around the Fermi ene
occur without spin changing. The situation shown in th
figure is similar for all the odd-N rings considered in this
work.

Level crossings strongly influence theB behavior of the
electrochemical potential, which is shown in Fig. 5 for
<B<10 T up toN512. For even electron numbers the num
ber of ST transitions depends onN and increases with it, as
the number of level crossings to arrive at full polarizati
also increases. The criticalB value at which the system i
fully polarized also increases withN, and is well visible in
this figure up toN59. For odd electron numbers, the spin
the gs configuration remains constant (Sz5

1
2 ) in a wide B

range, and from a certainB value on it starts increasing up t
full polarization.

The pairing between peaks in the electrochemical pot
tial corresponding to consecutiveN values, such as, for ex
ample, 9 and 10, indicates antiparallel spin filling of a s.pl
orbital by two electrons. This pairing is violated atB50 for
N54 and 8, and it is a manifestation of Hund’s first rule.
is also violated in the narrowB regions where the spin triple
state is the g.s. configuration of even-N rings. This effect
cannot be seen in Fig. 5 because of theDB50.5 T step used

FIG. 2. Electron density~solid line! for the N510 ring at B
50. The dimensionless horizontal scale may be transformed in
conventional one recalling thatq50.05 nm21. The value ofJL(qr)
for L50 to 3 is also shown~right scale!.
4-2
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to obtain it, but can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 11 bel
which gives a magnified view ofm(10) in the region around
B;3 T. This is the same behavior found for quantum dots
Ref. 36.

QuasiperiodicB oscillations can be observed in the ele
trochemical potential. The changes in spin configurations
the maxima and minima of the electrochemical poten
curves are related to s.p. level crossing at the Fermi ene
For example, forN510 the ST transitions aroundB51, 3,
and 5.5 T, and the maxima ofm(10), can be related to th
level crossings at theseB values shown in Fig. 3. The
minima of m(9) andm(10) at B;2 and 4.5 T correspond
to the level crossings without spin change shown in Figs
and 4.

These quasiperiodic oscillations are absent in quan
dots,24 and are a characteristic inherent to quantum rings.
recall that for a one-electron ring-wire of radiusR0 the en-
ergies are given by

FIG. 3. Some results for theN510 ring as a function ofB. Top
panel: dipole CDE’s~filled symbols, solid lines! and SDE’s~empty
symbols, dashed lines! in the long-wavelength limit. The circles
represent outer edge modes, and the squares inner edge m
Diamonds: bulk modes. Middle panel: s.p. level energies. Thl
value is indicated, and for each of them, the lower energy le
corresponds to the spin-up orbital. The dashed line marks
boundary between occupied and empty states. Bottom panel:
energy ~solid line, left scale!, and persistent current~dotted line,
right scale in effective atomic units!. The values of the total spin
and orbital angular momentum of the different g.s. phases are
indicated.
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F

F0
D 2

, ~2!

where F/F0 is the number of flux quanta penetrating th
ring, F05hc/e, and are periodic in the fluxF5pR0

2B with
periodicityF0. The persistent currentI l associated with thel
state

I l52c
]e l

]F
~3!

has the same periodicity. AsB increases the occupiedl state
changes and gives rise to discontinuities in the currentI l ~the
AB effect!, which have been experimentally observed in
mesoscopic loop in a GaAs heterojunction.20

We have plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 the total energyE and the
persistent current determined asI 5*J(r )dr with

J~r !5Jp~r !2
e

m* c
n~r !A~r !, ~4!

where Jp(r )52êu( l @unls(r )#2/r , being êu the azimuthal
vector unit, is the paramagnetic current that for man
electron rings is obtained adding the s.p. paramagn
currents,37 and the second term is the diamagnetic curre

des.

l
e
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FIG. 4. Referring to theN59 ring, we display as a function o
B: Top panel, the sp level energies. The thick dashed line marks
boundary between occupied and empty states. Spin-up s.p. orb
are denoted by solid lines, and spin-down s.p. orbitals by das
lines. Bottom panel: total energy~solid line, left scale! and persis-
tent current~dotted line, right scale in effective atomic units!. The
values of the total spin and orbital angular momentum of the
ferent g.s. phases are also indicated.
4-3
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beingn(r )5(@unls(r )#2 andA(r ) the electron density and
external vector potential, respectively.

In a many-electron nanoscopic ring-wire, electro
electron interactions give rise to changes in the gs confi
ration that decreases the period of the AB oscillations.38 This
effect has been explained in Ref. 11 as a consequenc
Hund’s first rule which favors the occurence of ferroma
netic Sz51 phases. A ring with a low degree of one dime
sionality tends to lose the periodic features of the ideal r
wire, being somehow an intermediate case between a
wire and a quantum dot, and for these systems the effe
not so marked,21 appearing as a small amplitude oscillatio
whose B width coincides with that of the ferromagnet
phase~see Fig. 3!. The crucial role played by the degree
one-dimensionality in the appearance of the AB oscillatio
can also be appraised comparing the results for two and
electron rings obtained in Refs. 11,13. In the case of anSz
50 ring as forN510, we have found a period halving. Fo
an Sz5

1
2 ring similar to that withN59, the oscillations due

to ST and TS transitions are absent but there still is a pe
halving which in this case can be traced back to that aris
for noninteracting spin-12 fermions.11,38 We have estimated
that to haveF5F0 for a ring wire of radius equal to the

FIG. 5. Electrochemical potentialsm(N)5E(N)2E(N21) as
a function ofB . Different symbols are used to distinguish g.s
with different Sz values. There can be seen paramagnetic reg
with Sz50 ~open circles!, and a full spin-polarized region withSz

5N/2 ~black triangles!. Other gs’s with a spin valueSz5
1
2 ~gray

circles! andSz51 ~black circles! may be identified. The region o
steadily increasing polarization has been indicated by open
angles. The lines have been drawn to guide the eye.
15530
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maximum electronic density radius in Fig. 2, one needsB
;2.2 T. Consequently, a period ofF0/2 corresponds to a
period ofB;1 T as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.
period ;F0, i.e., B;2 T between large amplitude oscilla
tions of the current shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3
also consistent with this picture.

We have also checked that calculating the current fr
the B derivative of the total energy, as suggested by Eq.~3!,
one obtains discontinuities at the sameB values. However,
both ways of calculating the persistent current do not yi
the same value. This difference is attributed to the fact t
our ring is not in a ‘‘clean’’ AB situation in which electron
move essentially in aB-free region.13 Rather, an appreciable
magnetic flux is going across the effective ring surface.

III. RAMAN SPECTRA

Raman spectra are obtained through two-photon inela
light scattering. The process consists in creating an elect
hole pair~absorption of the incident photon! and subsequen
recombination between valence and conduction bands~emis-
sion of the final photon!. In this process39,40 the electrons of
the conduction band are excited via the transfer of energv
and momentumq. In a back scattering geometry, with in
coming and scattered photon polarization vectorsêi and ês
lying in thex-y plane perpendicular toB, the charge and spin
density Raman cross sections are essentially determine
the longitudinal strength ~or dynamical structure!
functions31,41,42 in the charge~CDE! Snn(q,v) and the spin
density channel~SDE! Smm(q,v):

d2sC

dvsdVs
}uêi•êsu2Snn~q,v!,

~5!
d2sS

dvsdVs
}uêi3êsu2Smm~q,v!,

wherev5v i2vs is the energy difference of the incomin
and scattered photon. Using the above expressions one
sumes that only conduction band electron are involved,
only off-resonance Raman peaks excited by laser ener
above the valence-conduction band gap can be describe

To obtainSnn(q,v) andSmm(q,v) within the TDLSDFT,
we have calculated the response to operators whose sp
dependence in the on-plane wave vectorqW is a plane wave
eiqW rW. We refer the reader to Refs. 30 and 31 for a detai
description of the longitudinal response atq'0, and at
finite q.

Figure 6 shows the CDE’s and SDE’s atB50 for theN
510 ring and severalq values. For eachq value, we have
considered in the expansion of the plane wave into Be
functions of integer order

eiqW rW5J0~qr !1 (
L.0

i LJL~qr !~eiLu1e2 iLu! ~6!

as many multipole terms as needed to exhaust thef-sum
rule31

s

i-
4-4
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m1
(nn)@eiqW rW#5m1

(mm)@eiqW rW#5q2
N

2
. ~7!

We infer from this figure that the modes have no apprecia
wave-vector dispersion, a clear signature of the ‘‘ze
dimensionality’’ of the ring. A similar conclusion was draw
for dots,31 in agreement with experiment.26 It can also be
observed from this figure that a few number of multipo
~up to L52 for the largestq value! is enough to yield the
plane wave response, and that in theq'0 long wavelength
limit only the dipoleL51 mode contributes.

TheB dispersion of the dipole mode for theN510 ring in
the long wavelength limit is shown in the top panel of Fig.
It is worth to see that edge modes have a smoothB disper-
sion except in the regions where the ring is in the ferrom
netic Sz51 phase. The discontinuities in the magnetopl
mon and spin modes, or equivalently these appearing in
absorption spectrum,11 are features that could be detected
optical-absorption experiments, making observable the
and TS transitions and the ferromagnetic phases.

In the one-electron ring-wire case, the energies of the
pole modes are given by

FIG. 6. Charge~solid lines! and spin density~dashed lines!
strengths in arbitrary units as a function ofv for theN510 ring at
B50 and severalq values. The multipolarity of the peaks is ind
cated.
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v15e l 112e l5
\2

2m* R0
2 F122S F

F0
2 l D G ,

~8!

v25e l 212e l5
\2

2m* R0
2 F112S F

F0
2 l D G .

These excitation energies show AB oscillations with t
same period as gs energy and persistent current oscillat
Furthermore, they are discontinuous at theB values corre-
sponding to level crossings. TheB dependence of the absorp
tion spectrum of a quasi-ring-wire with two electrons w
obtained11 by an exact diagonalization calculation, and it w
shown to display fractionary AB oscillations of periodF0/2.
The ring-wire character of the system is crucial for it
present distinct AB oscillations.

Neither spin nor charge density modes withLÞ1 can be
detected in FIR spectroscopy. In contradistinction, Ram
spectroscopy in QD’s has proved to be able to disentan
spin from density modes, and to identify non-dipole cha
and spin density modes.27 We show the charge and spin de
sity strengths forq50.05 nm21 in Figs. 7 and 8, respec
tively. Only modes up to the octupole (L53) mode are ex-
cited with some intensity. The octupole strength is very sm
because atq50.05 nm21 it contributes very little to the

FIG. 7. Charge density strength in arbitrary units forN510, q
50.05 nm21 and differentB values. The multipolarity and polar
ization of the main peaks is indicated.
4-5
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Bessel-function expansion of the plane wave in the reg
where the electronic density is concentrated, see Fig. 2.
monopoleL50 strength in the charge density channel h
only one high-energy peak, whereas it is very fragmente
the spin density channel.

We have identified the polarization of the main peaks w
a 1(2) sign when the peak arise fromDuLzu5L(2L)
changes in orbital angular momentum. They come, resp
tively, from theeiLu ande2 iLu contributions in the expansio
of the plane wave, Eq.~6!. The lower energy (1) peak cor-
responds to the outer edge mode, the high energy (2) peak
to the bulk mode, and the lower (2) peak to the inner edge
mode.15,21 Actually, the distinction between edge and bu
modes only makes sense at high enough magnetic field
the present case, well developed Landau bands appearB
;5 T, and for lower magnetic fields the charge and s
density spectrum is fairly complex.

We have collected in Figs. 9 and 10 theB dispersion of
the more intense CDE’s and SDE’s, respectively, forq
50.05 nm21. It can be noted that the discontinuities in th
energy of the inner edge dipole mode (2) we have discussed
in the long wavelength limit~top panel of Fig. 3! are well
visible. For quadrupole modes, at someB values we have
found more than one single intense peak of a give polar
tion ~see also Fig. 7!. In these cases, the more intense pea
indicated by a full symbol, and the less intense peak by
open symbol.

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for the spin density strength.
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At high magnetic fields, the positiveB dispersion CDE’s
and SDE’s have a clear tendency to bundle. These pe
arise from interband transitions whose Landau index diff
in one unit. As explained in Ref. 31 for the case of dots, t

FIG. 9. B dispersion of the more intense CDE’s of theN510
ring for q50.05 nm21. The polarization of the peaks is indicate
and the lines have been drawn to guide the eye.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 for the more intense SDE’s.
4-6
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happens because the Landau bands are made of man
states with differentl values and energies ratherl indepen-
dent if B is large enough. Only finite-size effects and theL
dependence of the electron-hole interaction cause some
pendence on the mode multipolarity. The origin of the hi
energy, weak quadrupole CDE’s are excitations involv
interband transitions whose Landau index differs in t
units. Notice also that the quadrupole spin density stren
is very fragmented, especially around theB;5 T ferro-
magnetic region.

It is interesting to notice that ‘‘2 ’’ edge modes only ap-
pear in the dipole case. Recalling that these are inner e
modes, Fig. 2 helps to understand this finding. It can be s
that only theL50 and 1 multipoles of the plane wave e
pansion are sizeable in the inner edge region, and as a
sequence, the strength of theJL(qr)e2 iLu component with
L.1 goes to the high energy mode of the same polarizat
In contradistinction, the ‘‘1 ’’ outer edge mode has no high
energy counterpart and takes the whole strength of
JL(qr)eiLu component. The high sensitivity of the ‘‘2 ’’ edge
modes to the ring morphology might help to shed light on
the actual structure of the ring inner edge.19 We recall that
the experimental nanoscopic rings3 have been fabricated
from InAs self-assembled dots grown on GaAs covered b
thin layer of GaAs by an annealing process.

FIG. 11. Top panel:m(10) ~meV! aroundB;3 T. The solid
symbols represent the ferromagnetic phase, and the open sym
the paramagnetic phase. Bottom panel: Charge~solid lines! and spin
density~dashed lines! dipole strengths in arbitrary units as a fun
tion of v ~meV! for the N510 ring atq52.331023 nm21 around
B;3 T.
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The existence of ferromagnetic phases causes the
pling of spin and charge density responses. This effect ca
detected experimentally, and as a matter of fact, it has b
observed in QD’s using Raman spectroscopy.27 This means
that in the spin density channel, in addition to the ma
SDE’s, a spin-dependent external field excites other low
tensity peaks lying at the energy of the more intense CD
which appear in the charge density channel, and convers
The coupling of CDE’s and SDE’s has been thoroughly d
cussed within TDLSDTF in Refs. 30 and 42 for QD’s, and
Ref. 43 for antidots. An example of how this coupling loo
for rings is presented in Fig. 11, where we show the cha
and spin dipole modes nearB;3 T. One can see that bot
responses are decoupled if the g.s. is paramagnetic, as it
B52.6 T, and are coupled if the gs is ferromagnetic, as i
at B52.8 T, for example.

The existence of islands of spin-triplet gs’s of rather wi
B extension is a characteristic of nanoscopic rings wh
mesoscopic rings hosting several thousand electrons lac
Indeed, only for few electron rings the spin polarizationj
5(N↑2N↓)/N is sizeable in the triplet state, a 20% for th
N510 ring. Large couplings only arise from large spin p
larizations through the spin dependence of the exchan
correlation potential.30

Finally, we present in Fig. 12 a gray-scale plot of t
Raman strength in the charge~left panel! and spin density
channels~right panel! corresponding to the 4.8<B<6 T re-
gion. This figure clearly reveals the ST and TS transiti

ols

FIG. 12. Gray-scale plot of CDE’s~left panel! and SDE’s~right
panel! of the N510 ring for q50.05 nm21 in the B;526 T re-
gion. The lines have been drawn to guide the eye. The dashed
along one of the 12 SDE’s denotes an excitation branch arisin
from the coupling between charge and spin density responses.
4-7
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points as discontinuities in theB dispersion of the multipole
modes, especially visible in the inner edge dipole mo
These discontinuities are fingerprints of g.s. spin transiti
and could be detected in Raman experiments.

IV. SUMMARY

In this work we have studied physical aspects of cha
and spin density responses of nanoscopic rings that migh
detected by Raman spectroscopy. We have considered
whose morphology is close to that of the systems rece
fabricated, excluding for this reason the interesting case
nanoscopic ring wires that can also be addressed using
same method. We have taken as case of study a ring wit
electrons and have seen that monopole to quadrupole m
clearly appear in the spin, and especially in the cha
density channel. Both channels are coupled if the g.s
ferromagnetic, and the ST and TS transition points m
be identified as discontinuities in theB dispersion of the
multipole modes.
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We have also discussed the addition spectrum of ri
hosting up to 24 electrons, and have found that their s
structure is similar to that of quantum dots up toN56. For
largerN values this is not so; the rings present shell closu
at N52, 6, 10, 16, and 24. Hund’s first rule is satisfied up t
fourth shell for the assumed ring geometry.

The non-one-dimensional character of these rings hind
the existence of fractionary AB oscillations in the sp ener
levels, permanent current and collective modes. Yet, the
istence of triplet g.s.’s is manifested by the correlated pr
ence of spin gaps in theB dipersion of the sp levels, discon
tinuities in the multipole collective modes, and sma
amplitude oscillations superimposed to the integer AB os
lation of the persistent current and ring total energy.
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